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Hailing from the Gulf Coast with members spanning from Louisiana to Florida, Transient 
delivers a tapestry of melodic vocals seamlessly interwoven with infectious Nu-Metal 
grooves and a modern metal attack. Band Members include Jody Linnell (guitar), former 
bassist of Smile Empty Soul and 12 Stones, Trey J. Mollo (vocals); Emmett Shumate 
(guitar); Phil Krohn (drums); and Steven Godbey (bass) to complete the band. 

Together, this talented group has released several tracks since early 2020, including Together, this talented group has released several tracks since early 2020, including 
their Lotus EP under WakeUp! Music Rocks record label in 2022-23. To date, the band 
has released several captivating videos that tell a relatable story while highlighting their 
maturity and ever evolving direction. With their music quickly gaining traction, Transient 
has went on to complete several tours and shows in support of national acts throughout 
the Southeast US.

It’s not only the music itself that Transient fans love. The live performances are high It’s not only the music itself that Transient fans love. The live performances are high 
energy and leave the crowd craving more. Managed by MVK Music Group and Full Circle 
Entertainment Booking, the band has no plan on slowing down and continue to 
independently release a barrage of new music, videos, and concerts in 2024. 

About Transient

•Sevendust
•Bad Wolves
•Wage War
•SpiritBox
•DaySeeker

•Breaking Benjamin
•Killswitch Engage
•Architects
•Memphis May Fire
•I Prevail

•Played CPR Fest w/ Nonpoint, Seether, 
Badower & 3 Doors Down.

•Direct support for Rockin the Sound 
fest with Nonpoint, Gemini Syndrome, 
& Adelitas Way
•Completed 3 EPs with John Dolese at 
Konkrete Studios in Nashville, TN.
•6 #1 chart positions on several radio 
charts in the southeast.
•Several writeups in major music 
publications such as Metal Injection, 
Revolver, Blabbermouth, Loudwire & 
Knotfest.
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Highlights:

Music Available 
Social Media 

Thrive
2023

Seed
2022

Sow
2022

This Heart
2020

Goodbye
2021

Art Of A Liar
2024

* Click each image to be redirected to Youtube Video

Worlds Apart
2024

Discography Released

Gulf Coast | Genre: Hard Rock|Modern Metal
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